| ?OR obvious reasons the political and social effects of the French Revolution J. on Britain remain perpetually fascinating to political and social historians. Yet with the exception o f the radical minister and natural philosopher Joseph Priestley, its influence on British scientists and institutions devoted to science has not received the attention it deserves. The reason for this neglect is clear: as long as the science of the past is interpreted as being nothing more than ideas and knowledge about the external world of nature then its social and institu tional aspects will continue to be disregarded. If, however, past science is viewed as an activity which was socially organized and countenanced, we may expect it to have shown sensitivity in various degrees to some o f the diverse elements in its social environment. This claim should receive particular justi fication from the study o f the scientific activity o f individuals who were as sociated with institutions in which sciences were taught, especially during a time o f persistent stress and repeated crisis. Britain endured such a period between 1789 and 1815 when France was convulsed by the Revolution and its Napoleonic sequel. In those years among her few institutions largely if not exclusively devoted to teaching, research, and publication in scientific fields, the University of Edinburgh was pre-eminent. It deservedly maintained its reputation o f being for science the outstanding university in Europe and the English speaking w orld; its medical school acted as the chief magnet for hun
philosophical attitudes and religious positions of Robison and Playfair who successively occupied one of the most important positions then available in British science.
I
In the two decades during which Britain and France waged almost contin uous war most things in Scotland and elsewhere in Britain were soaked in the wash of the French Revolution (2) . After the execution of Louis XVI in 1793 British suspicion of French changes hardened and the glories of the native constitution were increasingly sung. Few serious revolutionaries existed in Britain in the 1790s, but mild reformers of various kinds could be conven iently labelled and disabled as Jacobins. In Scotland suspicion of republican zeal was exacerbated by the Scottish Tories whose operations revealed only too clearly their self-interest which was scarcely disguised as an ideological stance. Fearing the threat of mob violence to their property and prerogatives they suspected institutions and attitudes based on popular support and feeling. Hence the Scottish Tories, who possessed wealth, rank and political power, frequently tainted those who felt and showed discontent with the political status quo in Britain. Whether it was in any way inspired by French events or not, all innovation could be conveniently tarred with the hated label of Jacob inism.
During the late 1790s only a few Whigs were left in Scotland and Edin burgh, particularly after the deposition in 1796 of the W hig Henry Erskinc from the Deanship of the Faculty o f Advocates. Earlier in 1793 the fate of Thomas Muir gave a clear warning to supporters o f reform: for arranging and supporting the first meeting of the Friends of the People held in Edinburgh in 1792, the distinguished radical advocate had been sentenced by Judge Braxfield to fourteen years' transportation to Botany Bay. There is no doubt that the Scottish judges, led by the coarse and domineering Braxfield, were more attuned to the panic of the ruling classes and more partial than their English counterparts. Lacking political power the hard core of Scottish Whigs, who were mainly concentrated in Edinburgh, could anticipate little improvement in the immediate future. Their positive action was consequently restricted to sticking to their principles and defending them when challenged. In this W hig caucus the most important group was the lawyers who by the nature o f their profession still enjoyed some technique and room for manoeuvre. By contrast the Church of Scotland, then dominated by the Moderate party, offered little sanctuary. At that time 'Moderatism took on ugly features, being little more than the Dundas interest at prayer, with nepotism and pluralism the main order o f service' (3) . In the flourishing Edinburgh medical profession two private teachers, John Thomson and John Allen, stood out as sturdy Whigs. The last group of importance in the W hig caucus was formed by three University professors who were close friends: Playfair, Dugald Stewart (professor of moral philosophy 1785-1810) and Andrew Dalzel (professor of Greek 1772-1806). O f these three Playfair held a politically neutral chair. W ith his two friends it was different. Dalzel lectured on Greek liberty; and Stewart enun ciated the principles and uses of liberty in general. Both were suspected of being Jacobins. Henry Cockburn acknowledged that 'Stewart, in particular, though too spotless and too retired to be openly denounced, was an object of great secret alarm' (4) . As late as January 1793 Stewart still privately approved of Tom Paine's
The rights oj man;but by 1794 he fou in private to Judge Abercromby who urged him to publicly withdraw his praise o f some of the allegedly subversive ideas promulgated by Condorcet (5) .
Though the W hig Cockburn may have exaggerated the gloom which pervaded the 1790s and began to disperse in the 1800s, there is no doubt that at this time Henry Dundas, the greatest of Scotland's political managers, was its benevolent dictator, first as Home Secretary (1791-94) and then as Secretary of State for W ar (1794-1801). During the later phases o f his reign, the bench, the pulpit, the press and the parliamentary electors suffered his dominion: assisted by his nephew Robert Dundas, Lord Advocate of Scotland (1789-1801), he enjoyed ample means of rewarding submission and disabling opposition. In this situation possible channels for reforming sentiments were virtually closed to the Whigs; and public opinion, as a means o f initiating action or of curbing excess, hardly existed. The W hig caucus was therefore small, isolated, and sometimes suspected. Particularly after the Terror of 1793 popular opinion in Scotland increasingly supported the Scottish Tories in their denunciations of Whigs as potential traitors, as friends of France, and as enemies of their own country. P. A. Brown succinctly noted that 'Others besides Coleridge preferred the administration even of Goose and Goody to
The coward whine and Frenchified Slaver and slang of the other side! (6) W ithin the University this widespread suspicion of French democracy received copious expression. For instance in 1792 the University's loyal address to George III referred to the excellence o f the British constitution established in 1688. Again in that year Senate promised to labour with assiduity to instil into the students just sentiments with respect to the nature of Society' (7) . By 1799 David Hume (nephew o f the philosopher and professor of Scots law 1786-1822) was complaining in the Senate about the blasphemous and. sed itious discourses which were being delivered at the Speculative Society, a student debating-society and nest-bed of the irrepressible young W hig reformers who inter alia founded the Edinburgh Review (8) . In the following year Stewar his famous lectures on political economy, 'and not a few hoped to catch Stewart in dangerous propositions' (9) . The longest and fiercest expression of 'anti jacobinism' within the University came, however, from Robinson. In Autumn 1797 he published his Proofs of a conspiracy against all the religions and govern ments of Europe, carried on in the secret meetings offree masons, and societies which was so popular that it went through four editions in slightly more than a year.
II
Robison, it should be emphasized, was a much travelled though reserved scholar of wide experience. Through the patronage of Admiral Sir Charles Knowles (d. 1777) he witnessed the fall of Quebec in 1759, observed the aftermath of the Lisbon earthquake in 1760, and tested John Harrison's chronometer for the Board ofLongitude in its trial voyage to Jamaica in 1760-1761. Though his forte was applied mechanics, another patron Joseph Black (professor of chemistry at the University of Edinburgh 1766-1799) gained for him the lectureship in chemistry at the University of Glasgow in 1766. Four years later at the invitation of Queen Catherine the Great, Robison and Knowles joined the small group of British expatriates in her Court to work on applied naval mechanics. The Empress was so impressed by his performance that in 1771 she approved the invitation he extended to James W att to come to St Petersburg as Master Founder o f Iron Ordnance (11) . By 1772 she had appointed him as Professor of Mathematics at Cronstadt where he taught the Imperial Sea Cadet Corps o f Nobles. In 1774, however, Robison was successfully induced by Black and by Principal William Robertson to assume the vacant chair o f natural philosophy at the University of Edinburgh at a pecuniary loss in spite of having drawn a better offer from Queen Catherine. Once ensconced in his chair he set intellectually rigorous standards in his lectures and continued his varied activities as a technical consultant for government departments and private industry. No wonder that after his death James W att recalled that 'He had the quickest and clearest comprehension of every question in science o f any person I ever knew . . . . ' (12) .
In spite of its palpable absurdities, Robison's Proofs of a conspiracy appealed to the pervasive prejudice, intolerance and uneasiness o f the times. Coming from such a respected professor and natural philosopher, who was Secretary to the Royal Society ot Edinburgh from its inception in 1783 until his resignation in 1798, it rapidly achieved wide circulation not only in Britain but also in the United States of America (13 (14), genuinely feared the erosive powers o f ' Jacobinism'. As he confessed to James Watt, ' We are posting as hard as we can to brutality and barbarism, and must, I think, soon shake hands with confusion and calamity . . . . ' (15 (17) . Six years later Robison capitalized on Priestley's unpopularity in Church and State circles by attacking his views on politics, religion and natural philosophy as a related body of allegedly 'illuminist' ideas. Robison had little sympathy with Priestley's utilitarianism and his unqualified belief in the per fectibility of man. But his chief opposition to Priestley stemmed from the latter's vigorous support of the indefeasible rights of man. In Robison's opinion the unbridled expression o f personal rights would lead to perpetual social turbulence. W ith a censorious glance at Paine and Priestley, he deplored their influence: 'that accursed maxim, which now fills every mind, o f thinking continually of our rights, and anxiously demanding them from every quarter is die greatest bane of life -filling the mind with discontent, and causing it to rankle at every thought of obligation -The dreadful situation of Europe at this day shows how hostile this maxim is to peace and order' (18) . N or had Robison much sympathy with Priestley's materialism as it had been manifested in his physical explanation of David Hartley's associationist theory of mind (19). Priestley's assumption of a refined undulating aether to explain mental processes was in Robison's opinion criminal in at least two respects. It was simply at odds with rational mechanics; and, more importantly, Priestley had unjustifiably and dogmatically improvised on the hypothesis of the aether which Newton had cautiously suggested to explain natural processes. Robison consistently and fiercely opposed the assumption, whether speculative or dog matic, that intervening fluids caused field-phenomena: for him the properties of these fluids were unknowable or unknown so that their gratuitous use was totally redundant; and, in any event, their introduction merely multiplied old difficulties such as the problem of action at a distance. No wonder then that, when he attacked Priestley's advocacy of a refined undulating aether to explain mental processes, he pungently pointed out: 'Newton's aether is assumed as a fac totum by every precipitate sciolist, who in despite of logic, and in contra diction to all the principles of mechanics, gives us theories of muscular motion, of animal sensation, and even of intelligence and volition by the undulation of aetherial fluids' (20) .
Even more dangerous for Robison was that the Unitarian minister by his adoption of fluid theories encouraged atheism by blandly reducing God to nothing but the most extensive and refmed undulation, and his own mental processes to 'the quiverings of some fiery marsh miasma (21). Robison clearly saw himself as a disciple of Newton's theology and not like Priestley as a dev iator from it. Keen to involve God in His created universe and to keep Him active there, Robison significantly appealed to the authority o f the General Scholium which Newton had added to the second edition of his Principia Mathematica. In quoting verbatim and at length Newton's views on the continu ing superintendence and dominion by God of His universe from moment to moment, Robison put himself quite explicitly in the Newtonian voluntarist theological tradition from which in his opinion Priestley had grievously strayed (22) .
The message of Robison's book was unconcealed. Suspicious of circulating libraries as 'Nurseries of Sedition and Impiety', he urged the banning of public meetings, the proscription of irreligion, and the maintenance of unreformed government in its vital aspects such as continuing corruption and limitations on suffrage (23) . Indeed Robison's warnings were fully attuned to the repres-sive activities of Pitt's government not only in England and Scotland but also in 1798 in Ireland. It seems that the friends o f government, particularly the Lord Advocate of Scotland, approved Robison's attempt to inform his country men of the plots being laid against order and peace (24). Certainly the coercive measures which Pitt's government introduced in 1798 and 1799, such as ban ning secret associations and censoring printing presses to exclude dangerous foreign material, fulfilled Robison's desiderata.
It must not be supposed that his Proo fs of a conspiracy was Robison's solitary venture at that time into the area of politics -religion -natural philosophy. From 1797 until 1800 he acted as the senior scientific contributor to the Supple ment to the third edition of the Encyclopaedia which was edited and largely written by George Gleig who had previously edited the last six volumes of the third edition to which Robison had contributed. Gleig, later the Bishop of Brechin (1808-40), fully shared Robison's abhorrence of political, religious and moral innovations (25) . Again like Robison he deplored the atheism of French determinists such as La Place and feared the results o f setting the rabble free from the restraints of religion. Not surprisingly the Supplement was per vasively and explicitly 'anti-Jacobin' in attitude, and more emphatic in this respect than Gleig's last volumes of the third edition had been. Every oppor tunity was taken by Gleig and Robison to support and diffuse the positions adopted by Robison in his 1797 book. A few examples, mainly culled from the opening pages o f the Supplement, must suffice to show the frequency and intensity of its characteristic bias and flavour.
The work's chief aim was boldly and proudly set out by Gleig in his dedi cation to George III whom he regarded as the guardian of European law, religion, morality and social order: it was to combat the anarchy and atheism which in his opinion the French encyclopaedists had deliberately laboured to spread (26). Accordingly by its third page Gleig in his article 'Action' was warmly deploring the dreadful consequences which resulted in France 'from that pretended philosophy which excludes the agency o f mind from the uni verse . . . . ' (27). Robison, too, unable to bend his first article 'Arch' to pol emical purposes, eagerly exploited the opportunities which his second article 'Astronomy' afforded him. His fiercest thrusts were naturally reserved for the French determinists and atheists. For instance, in reference to the eternal dur ability of the solar system which oscillates periodically about a mean state, Robison characteristically affirmed that it 'strikes the mind of a Newton, and indeed any heart possessed of sensibility to moral or intellectual excellence, as a mark o f wisdom prompted by benevolence. But De La Place and others, infected with the Theophobia Gallica engendered by our licentious desires, are eager to point it out as a mark o f fatalism' (28). In subsequent articles Burke was praised for alerting the supporters o f order and religion; and Bailly, Brissot, Condorcet, Voltaire, Rousseau, D 'Alembert and Diderot were de nounced as fomenters o f revolution and atheism (29) . Needless to say the long exposure of Illuminism was based on the books by Robison and Barruel (30) . The necessity o f social, religious and political stability was avidly supported throughout the Supplement: quite typically the career o f Robert Burns, who had held ' Jacobin' sentiments and had succumbed to the hard-drinking of the Dumfries gentry, was adduced as 'a melancholy proof o f the danger of suddenly elevating even the greatest mind above its original level' (31). In many respects therefore, the Supplement can be seen as a substantiation and amplification o f the views on politics, religion, and natural philosophy, which Robison had set out in his book.
Ill N ot content with two displays of British xenophobia and suspicion o f Gallic innovation, Robison provided a third exhibition in 1803 when his edition o f Joseph Black's Lectures appeared (32) . Black had died in 1799, leaving behind very few publications and a mass of imperfect lecture notes. Though he had laid the basis of pneumatic chemistry and discovered the principle o f latent heat, most o f his professorial energy had been devoted to simple and elegant lecturing and very little to research. In deference to his patron Robison was keen to prevent literal publication of Black's scrappy lecture notes and to claim for him priority and originality. Moreover Robison's disappointment was deepened when he realized from studying Black's notes that they showed merely piecemeal accommodation o f Lavoisier's ideas. Robison apprehended only too clearly that in the 1780s Lavoisier and his school had successfully challenged Black for the leadership o f European chemistry. Loath to publish a work in which Black would have appeared as a humble pupil o f Lavoisier and as a dull lecturer, Robison edited the lecture notes accordingly.
Robison's vindication o f the reputation, originality and priority due to his friend, patron and colleague was set in a double context. Firstly, he was intel lectually committed to the phlogiston theory o f combustion: for him any satisfactory theory o f that process had to explain all aspects of combustion, including the production o f heat and light; Lavoisier's exclusive insistence on mere weight relations in chemical reactions was too simplifying. Secondly, Robison suspected and hated French innovations in science to such an extent that he erroneously believed that the new calendar, the new metric system o f 5i weights and measures, and the new nomenclature in chemistry were the sect arian works of Jacobins tainted by their intimacy with Robespierre (33) . He interpreted the new nomenclature as an effort o f Lavoisier's junto to oblit erate non-French contributions to chemistry such as Black's researches. He even alleged that Madame Lavoisier, dressed as a priestess, had ceremonially burned on an altar to the accompaniment of a solemn requiem a copy o f Stahl's Chemiae dogmaticae,a work which elaborated the phlogiston theory (34) . Yet Robison was sensitive to one aspect of the national context of French science: the new French chemistry led by Lavoisier, Fourcroy, Monge and Morveau had been 'propagated as a public concern; and even propagated in the way in which that nation always chooses to act -by address, and with authority' (35). It is clear that Robison's detestation o f 'Jacobinism' was exacerbated by his suspicions of the Lavoisier school which he alleged had scandalously neglected Black's claims for recognition. Though Robison's colleague Dalzel believed that his mind was sadly disrupted by the opium he took to ease severe abdom inal pains, Robison's xenophobic 'anti-Jacobin' forays were not merely the productions o f a disordered imagination (36) . To the end o f his life he con sistently attacked fluid theories of phenomena such as electricity on the same grounds as those on which he had condemned Priestley's hypothesis of a ubi quitous undulating aether (37) . Nor did he ever spare French atheists. Having attacked La Place's Systeme du m o n d e merely en passant in his P spiracy, Robison exposed the French deviator from Newton's theology at greater length seven years later in his incomplete and highly competent text book (38) . He deplored the pointed contrast between Newton's Christianity and La Place's scepticism: in his concluding passage, a parody o f Newton's General Scholium, La Place had studiously avoided all references to God as contriver, creator and governor. As Robison sadly acknowledged, 'Newton, one of the most pious of mankind, was set at the head of the atheistical sect' (39) . That was anathema to him. Like Newton and unlike La Place, Robison's pur suit of natural knowledge was inseparable from his theological beliefs. Only a year before his death he told Henry Brougham about the importance he had always attached to natural theology. He was anxious that 'his students should not only learn the Laws of Nature, but that they should also perceive that these Laws were beautiful Marks of Wisdom, prompted by Beneficence. Such a view was, at all times, proper, and, in the present day cannot be too much kept in sight, when our Neighbours on the Continent are doing everything in their power, by their Colleges of Natural History, to banish the thought of an Artist, the Author and Preserver o f this fair W orld' (40) .
IV
Robison's successor in 1805 as professor of natural philosophy was the Rev erend John Playfair who had occupied the chair of mathematics for twenty years (41). Playfair and his close friend Stewart shared the enviable reputation of being regarded as the two great non-medical teachers at the University o f Edinburgh around 1800 (42) . His published works in both mathematics and geology had revealed rare perspicuity combined with wide information. In his Illustrations of the Huttonian theory of the earth, he had brilliantly expounded and developed the geological views o f his deceased agnostic friend James Hutton who was suspected of atheism; and had defended them as supporting and not subverting natural and indeed revealed theology. He stoutly upheld the timelessness implicit in Hutton's theory by deliberately comparing it with La Place's demonstration of the periodic and self-correcting disturbances in the planetary system (43) . Perhaps characteristically he derived support from Francis Bacon for his views that natural philosophy and divine philosophy were separ ate though not incompatible activities and that truths about nature were not to be found in Genesis (44) . Playfair again showed his patriotism by turning also to Newton but not for any theological views. In stressing that H utton's theory was teleologically acceptable and in asserting that for Hutton the most valuable part of his work lay in the evidence it provided of wise and beneficent design, Playfair did not once invoke Newton's authority (45) . Instead it was chiefly in defending Hutton's views on the existence and effects o f subterranean compressed heat, the real novelty o f the theory, that Playfair appealed to New ton for sanction. Twice he quoted from Query 11 of the Opticks, firstly to stress that the effects ascribed by Hutton to compressed heat closely resembled those postulated by Newton to exist in the Sun and the fixed stars, and secondly to suggest that heat could exist without fuel (46) . As a major aim of his Illustrations was to preserve and expand the independence of geological enquiry by arguing inter alia that geologists should concern themselves with proximate and not final causes, Playfair coolly avoided extensive discussion of theological issues such as God's continuing superintendence o f His world. His passing references to an omniscient and benevolent deity differed sharply from Robison's insist ence on God's omnipotence.
Within Edinburgh society at large Playfair, Stewart, Henry Mackenzie and Sir James Hall were the City's 'senior literati' in 1803 according to Francis Jeffrey (47) . Unlike Robison, Playfair was sociable and indeed the soul o f the literary Friday Club which arose in 1803 (48) . His reputation for benevolent nobility was firmly established by this time and subsequently it even cowed the aggressive James Mill into rare humility (49) . Certainly he moved easily and successfully in both the learned and fashionable worlds to the benefit of both. Particularly in old age he made his social mark: as Sydney Smith con fessed to Jeffrey, 'Mrs. Apreece and the Miss Berries say that upon the whole he is the only man who can be called irresistible' (50) . For Henry Cockburn and his friends Playfair realized their 'ideas o f an amiable philosopher' (51) . Even that arch Tory John Gibson Lockhart, the biographer of Sir W alter Scott, referred enthusiastically to Playfair as 'this fine old Archimedes' (52).
Playfair's high reputation in the City of Edinburgh was equalled by his standing as a professor within the University: his gift of lucid exposition was particularly admired. As a staunch W hig he used his professorial opportunities unostentatiously though firmly to spread his beliefs. Even during the difficult 1790s he encouraged free and wide discussion in the Academical Society, one of the university's many student societies, which was formed in 1796 and met in his class-room. It was no accident that liberally minded students, such as Henry Brougham, the third Earl Radnor, Francis Horner, and Leonard Horner, eagerly attended the lectures delivered by Stewart and the more accessible Playfair's mettle was seriously tested as soon as he assumed his new chair in 1805 when the Leslie controversy erupted (54) . W hen Playfair had been moved on 6 February from the mathematics Chair to that o f natural philosophy, one o f the first candidates for the vacant post was the Reverend Thomas Macknight who had indicated his willingness to resign his parochial charge if he should be elected to the Chair by the Town Council, then its patrons. However, the Moderate party o f the Edinburgh clergy, keen to multiply clerical Chairs, expressed their determination to support Macknight only if he retained his parish and thereby became a potential pluralist. On discovering this policy, Stewart and Playfair protested vigorously to the Lord Provost o f Edinburgh, drawing his attention to the danger o f uniting academic and clerical posts and also alleging that the Moderates were trying to subvert the precious intellectual independence of the University. In retaliation against the Moderates they began to canvass on behalf of John Leslie, the outstanding candidate for the Chair. Playfair in particular had a strong personal reason for supporting his friend and protege Leslie (F.R.S. 1807): both men were extensively patronized by two wealthy and determined Whigs, the Ferguson brothers o f Raith (55) .
By mid-February 1805 rumours were spread that Leslie's famous book An experimental inquiry into the nature and propagation of heat contained heretical remarks. In note xvi Leslie had indeed written favourably of the sceptical David Hume's doctrines that causation did not imply the necessary connexion of cause and effect and was nothing but an observed constant and invariable sequence of events (56) . It was alleged co Leslie that views, if extended to natural theology, would inevitably destroy its chief basis, i.e., the argument from design. Indeed the Edinburgh ministers increased their pressure on the Town Council and Senate by threatening to exercise their ancient right of advising the Town Council about appointments to chairs. Meanwhile in late February Leslie had wisely taken the precaution of informing the Town Council that he was entirely orthodox and that he dissociated himself from Hume's doctrine of causation as far as it related to religion. The Town Council was impressed by Leslie who enjoyed the support of savants such as Sir Joseph Banks and the status which the Royal Society of London had given him in early 1805 by the award of the Rumford medal for his work on heat; it also resented the challenge to its authority issued by the Moderates. Accord ingly it elected Leslie to the chair in mid-March while the Edinburgh ministers were still plotting. Faced by this fait accompli the Edinburgh ministers split: generally the Evangelical group favoured acquiescence; the Moderates, how ever, determined to continue the fight. They succeeded in pushing the matter through the Presbytery and Synod levels up to the chief forum of debate and decision in the Church o f Scotland, i.e., the General Assembly which met in late May 1805. Even by the standards o f Scottish ecclesiastical warfare the debate was unparalleled in its angry bitterness. After two days' contention to which Stewart as the University's representative made a telling contribution, the General Assembly decided by the narrow majority of 96 to 84 that the Leslie matter should be dropped. The Evangelicals within the Church o f Scot land had at last disturbed the dominance which the Moderates had enjoyed for several decades.
The issues involved in the Leslie affair were many and in one respect para doxical. Firstly, the conflict about the location of ecclesiastical power between the Moderates and Evangelicals was paralleled by the dispute about academic power fought by the Town Council and Senate against the Moderate group in the Edinburgh clergy. As a result of this contention the right of clergy to supervise university appointments was successfully challenged, the propriety of pluralism questioned, and one important implication o f Hume's philosophy was re-ventilated. In the debate on the relation between natural and revealed religion, the Moderates not unexpectedly emphasized the former and the Evangelicals the latter. Yet the Evangelicals, in supporting Leslie, paradoxically embraced the views on causation held by the atheist Hume. They realized that Hume's doctrine demolished the chief foundation o f the Moderates' cherished natural theology, leaving a tabula rasa on which only revealed religion could be built.
The University's dominant voices and polemicists in the Leslie affair were Stewart and Playfair. Indeed this was the only occasion on which cither of them decided to indulge in overt political action and ideological commitment. Stewart published A short statement of some important facts, relative to the late election of a Mathematical Professor in the University exposed the machinations of the Moderates and attempted to demonstrate that philosophic necessitarianism tends to exclude God from His universe. Playfair distinguished himself with a Letter to the Lord Provost, and a Letter to the author of the examination of Professor Stewart's thought one of the best controversial pamphlets in English. His credentials were impeccable: though he had qualified and practised as a clergyman, he had resigned his living in 1782 to act as a private tutor and had not reverted of it. His own career demonstrated his basic point that the Edinburgh chair to mathematics was a full-time job if the high standards of research and teaching attained for it by the Gregorys and Maclaurin were to be maintained (57) . The inseparable Playfair and Stewart formed an effective pair, though in a bitter pamphleteering war even Playfair's previous priesthood did not render him immune from obloquy. It was not accidental that in a skilful polemic the Reverend John Inglis, a leading Edinburgh Moderate, referred to Robison's exposure in his Proofs of a conspiracy of the Continental and revolu tionaries, one of whose main aims was allegedly to seize the universities and to exclude clergymen from them. Though lie disavowed the suspicions he knew he would raise, Inglis warned his readers that Stewart and Playfair shared the illuminatist aims of separating the interests o f religion and literate culture and of secularizing the universities (58) .
Their support of Leslie in 1805 was however not new. Trouble with respect to Leslie Countenance.' On the second occasion Hill himself reported to Henry Dun das that Leslie was 'a professed atheist, and was a democratical leader in the times of trouble' (59) . Hill was probably correct on one point: though he was hardly an active republican but a Whig, Leslie was with little doubt an atheist (60) . It is clear that his partly deserved reputation for atheism and ' Jacobinism' crucially hindered the attempts he made in 1795 and 1804 to gain a Chair at St Andrews. As a result o f these two failures, Leslie's scorn of the Hill family and their monopolizing spirit increased just as much as his hatred of 'the pestilential air of monkery' (61) . When the Leslie controversy erupted it is not surprising that in particular Stewart, who had old if obscure scores to settle with the Moderates, strongly supported Leslie who had also suffered from the exertion of the Hills' power. Nor is it surprising that in their support of Leslie in 1805 for a chair at the University of which they were distinguished professors Stewart and Playfair once more joined forces, this time publicly, to prevent yet another triumph of the Hillite Tories and the Edinburgh Moderates. Their immediate campaign for Leslie and their exposition of the issues involved resulted not only from their concern with the intellectual independence o f the University but also from their desire to bring those two rabid groups to heel. The defeat of the Moderates in the Leslie affair has been customarily interpreted as a crucial sign indicating the emergence of the Evangelicals as a powerful group within the Church of Scotland. Though much remains to be discovered perhaps it could also be regarded as one of the first successes o f nineteenthcentury Scottish Whiggery, an achievement engineered by Playfair and Stewart. V As Professor o f natural philosophy Playfair published little specialized research Instead he revelled in his role as the first British natural philosopher to make extensive contributions to that new and characteristic genre, the nine teenth-century periodical. Reviews were Playfair's forte. Accordingly in fifteen years beginning in 1804 he published anonymously about sixty articles in the W hig Edinburgh Review (62) . Though his pupil the coruscating Henry Brougham (F.R.S. 1803) and his friend John Thomson covered special areas within science, the main contributor in the field o f theoretical and practical science was Playfair. It is a common-place that Francis Jeffrey and his cohorts introduced the novelty o f articles on political economy; yet it was equally important that through Playfair's efforts the importance o f science in general literate culture was demonstrated (63) . The Review suited Playfair well. No 56 doubt he welcomed the contributors' independence of booksellers, the hand some fees paid by Archibald Constable, and the wide range o f books he re viewed. Its political stance, too, was attractive: like most of the Edinburgh reviewers who were convinced that silent acceptance of the political status quo would bring disaster, he advocated moderate non-violent reform, a position half-way between obstructive conservatism and utopian radicalism.
Two aspects of Playfair's work in the Edinburgh Review arc striking. Firstly, like other contributors, he used his reviews as a means of ventilating his own concerns. Secondly, at a time when British xenophobia was still rife he urged and demonstrated an urbane catholicity and intellectual largesse which did not exclude the political enemy France. In scientific matters he opposed the narrow British insularity which the wars and Robison had encouraged. Indeed his early articles in the Review demonstrate both these points. Quite characteristi cally Playfair used his review of a mathematical work by a woman as a vehicle for his well-known feminist sentiments (64) . He exploited Horsley's Euclid to urge the cause of algebra as the equal of geometry in proving propositions and its superiority for discovering them, and to compare Continental progress with British stagnation in mathematics (65) . Naturally he concluded his review of Small's Kepler with a homily on inductive investigation and the legitimate uses of hypothesis and of theory (66) . Not surprisingly, he introduced a review of an Italian work on plant physiology with some remarks on the distinctively Italian style o f science and the seven most important Italian scientific societies (67) • This catholicity was most conspicuously displayed in his views on French innovations in science. Before Playfair began to write for the Review Brougham had used its columns to denounce the authoritarian Lavoisier junto in his review o f Robison's edition o f Black's lectures. Yet Brougham argued that the new chemical nomenclature was not derived from the 'innovating phrenzy, and puerile vanity, which produced the new calendar and metrology' (68) . Unlike them, the new nomenclature was not merely destructive: according to Brougham it had followed positively beneficial changes in chemical knowledge. Four years later in reviewing Mcchain and Delambre's famous work on the length of the arc of the Earth's meridian, Playfair struck out boldly in dissenting from the views expressed by Robison and Brougham. In welcoming the metric system of weights and measures, Playfair criticized the metrological reformers for having been cautious in their innovations: they should have adopted the duodecimal and not the decimal system o f numbers (69) . His peroration urged Britain to copy France by adopting the metric system almost toto and it succinctly encapsulated one of his characteristic attitudes:
. . . this cannot be done, especially in our own case, without a certain sacrifice of national vanity; and the times do not give much encouragement to hope that such a sacrifice will be made. The calamities which the power and ambition of the French government have brought on Europe, induce us to look with jealousy and suspicion on their most innocent and laudable exertions. W e ought not, however, to yield to such prejudices, where good sense and argument are so obviously against them. In a matter that concerns the arts and sciences only, the maxim may be safely admitted, est ab hoste doceri (70).
Playfair's subsequent articles in the Review on French science are not un expectedly descants on this theme. In his thirty-five page eulogy of La Place's Traite de m ech a n iq u eceleste, Playfair delicately devoted just one page to the question of whether the stability and permanence of the solar system are con tingent or necessary. Having gently chided La Place for ignoring the way in which his discoveries 'lead to a very beautiful extension of the doctrine o f causes,' Playfair devoted more space to British neglect of higher mathematics, to the regrettable dominance in Britain o f synthetic geometry, and to an attack on the mathematics teaching dispensed at the University of Cambridge (71) . A year later in his commendation of the Compte rendu par I'lnstitut de France, he impartially acknowledged French dominance in physical and mathe matical sciences. Furthermore he made a crucial distinction between the French people, in his view the most enlightened European nation, and the war mongering Emperor Napoleon (72) . By 1810 in a second eulogy of La Place's work, this time his System of the world, Playfair totally ignored the implicit scepticism and determinism which had so outraged Robison; indeed he made only two passing references to his own belief that La Place's demonstration o f the periodical nature of astronomical irregularities confirmed God's wisdom and benificence (73) . His policy was clearly to either smoothly ignore or genially minimize the religious problems associated with natural philosophy. By 1814 Playfair felt sufficiently confident to use the concluding paragraph of his well-known text-book to bracket together, without apology or qualifica tion, Newton and La Place, a conjunction which Robison would have abhorred (74) . Again in contrast with Robison, Playfair felt that the discovery o f more physical mechanical causes and agents did not exclude God's governance from nature and thereby encourage atheism: on the contrary, whether explained or not, the de facto contingent regularities observed in nature were for him suf ficient indication of God's dominion (75) . In short in his early Edinburgh Review articles Playfair blandly supported though he did not justify in detail three un-59 popular courses of action with regard to natural philosophy: 'to leave the matter open to inquiry; to abstain from dogmatising; and to avoid whatever can narrow the field of philosophical investigation' (76) .
VI
An apposite coda was provided by Playfair himself in 1815 when he at last delivered and published his biography of Robison, his predecessor as professor of natural philosophy in the University and as Secretary of the Royal Society of Edinburgh (77) . In this memoir Playfair generously explained Robison's credulity by showing how it was fostered by the indiscriminating suspicion and alarm so pervasive in the 1790s. He calmly evaluated Lavoisier's behaviour to Black, the new chemical nomenclature, the metric system, and the new calendar against all of which Robison had inveighed. Quite characteristically with the exception of the calendar Playfair defended what had been anathcmatic to Robison (78) . He gave short shrift, too, to Robison's conspiracy theory of the French Revolution. For Playfair the visions of German or the activities of French free-masons were by themselves inadequate agents of such a great change. Showing his debt to the conjectural and cultural historians of eighteenth century Scotland, Playfair argued that political upheavals occur as the result of 'an impulse communicated to the whole, not in consequence of a force that can act only on a few' (79) . He insisted that in France the nation's political maturity far exceeded the degree of liberty it enjoyed so that in a crisis total revolution had occurred. The chief political implication of the French Revolution for Britain was made abundantly clear by Playfair to the Fellows of the Royal Society o f Edinburgh and to the readers of its Trans actions:
It will be happy for mankind, if they learn from these disasters, the great lessons which they seem so much calculated to enforce, and if, while the people reflect on the danger of sudden innovation, their rulers consider, that it is only by a gradual reformation o f abuses, and by extending, rather than abridging, the liberties of the people, that a remedy can be provided against similar convulsions (80). 
